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AN ELEMENTARY COUNTEREXAMPLE TO THE

OPEN MAPPING PRINCIPLE FOR BILINEAR MAPS

CHARLES HOROWITZ

ABSTRACT.   In 1.2], Rudin asked whether a continuous bilinear map from

the product of two Banach spaces onto  a Banach space   must be open at the

origin; i.e., whether under such a map the image of every neighborhood of

zero must contain a neighborhood of zero.   Recently, Cohen ll] showed that

the answer to the general question was in the negative.   However, his counter-

example was somewhat involved and left the issue unresolved for bilinear

maps on Hilbert spaces.   The purpose of this note is to show that the open

mapping principle for bilinear maps, as described above, fails even in the

finite dimensional case.

Specifically, we consider a mapping  T:   C;   x C    —> C   ,  defined as

follows:

T(x, y) -- Ujyj, xxy2, x,y3  t xyx ■+ x2y2, x^y2 + x^J,

where, e.g.,  x = (*",, x  , x ).  Clearly  T is bilinear and continuous.   We

show   that   T  is surjective but not open at the origin.

To verify surjectivity, let  z = (zj, z2, z , z ) £ C     be given.  If z. =

z2 = 0,  choose  x - (0, z., z ), y - (l, 0, 0), and, then, T(x, y) - z. On the other

hand, if, e.g.,   z{ ■/ 0,   let  x = (1, zjzy, 0),  y = (zy z2, z     - (z^z^'z^i),

and, again,   T(x, y) = 2.  The case  z    ■/ 0 may be handled similarly, and so

7   is surjective.

It remains to show that  T  is not open at the origin.  To that end, sup-

pose that  T(x, y) = z = (a, a, a, l),  where  a is a small positive number.

From the definition of   T,   we conclude immediately that  y. = y    = a/x.,

x2 + x, = x./a,  y, - (a — l)/x,,   so that

(xt + x2 + ^3)(y, -i y2 + y^ - Uj + x1/tf)(2tf/x1 + (a - l)/xj) = 3« + 2 - 1/tf.

Now if  T were open at the origin, every bounded subset of C     could be

obtained as the image of a bounded subset of C    x C  .  Letting  a —> 0  in

the above calculations, we see that this condition is violated, and so  T is

not open at the origin.

We remark that the above example goes over unchanged if we replace

L     by  R     and  C     by H   .  Moreover, a counterexample in the infinite
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dimensional  case  is provided   by  the  mapping

Ty c3®c©/2xC3®/2- c4e/2

defined by   T ,(* ■,, x2, Xy y ,, y A = (T(xj, y ,), x2y2),  where  x^y.eC5,

x,, y   e /  ,  x2 € C,   and  x,y7  indicates scalar multiplication.

Finally, we remark that when Rudin asked the question presently under

consideration, the application he envisioned was to a symmetric bilinear

mapping.   For completeness, we include here a counterexample to the open

mapping principle in the symmetric case.  Indeed, let  T2:C    xC   —> C5  be

defined by

T2(x, y) = ixxyv xxy2 + x2yv xyy3 + x^yv

X\y\ + Wl + *2?3 + *3>V x2>2 + *#$'

It is not hard to show that  T? maps  C    x C     onto  C    (although the

corresponding mapping on   R    x R    is not surjective), but that on the sub-

spaces  x. = 0  and y. = 0,   T,  essentially reduces to our original   T,   From

this it follows that the preimages under  TX  of points of the form (0, a, a,

a, 1) must "go to infinity" as   a —> 0.
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